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Abstract
A unique feature of inorganic membranes is the ability to operate at high temperature and pressure. Even supercritical solvents can be processed by these membranes, whereas polymer membranes tend to swell and consequently suffer
from reduced selectivity and mechanical strength. Carbon membranes open new possibilities, e.g. the processing of high
pressure, high temperature fluid streams directly in place or the use in membrane reactors for chemical reactions like H2synthesis by dehydrogenation. This work investigates high pressure adsorption of carbon membrane material for different gases at up to 12 MPa, the selectivity and permeance for CO2/N2 mixtures in a pressure range from 0.1 to 20 MPa and
the swelling of carbon material exposed to Oxygen at up to 10 MPa. A model based on Maxwell-Stefan diffusion with
parameters gained from measured adsorption and fluxes has been implemented to improve the understanding of the
behaviour of high pressure separation with carbon membranes.

1. Introduction
Carbon membranes for gas separation are of scientific interest for more than three decades. Even in the
early years some quite promising results were shown,
e.g. by Koresh et al. [1]. The research up to now is
mostly driven by the excellent selectivity and permeability performance of carbon membranes compared to
other membrane types [2]. Nevertheless this performance advance was not sufficient yet to compete economically successfully with polymeric membranes.
However, for the separation of streams with harsh
conditions, like high pressure and high temperature or
supercritical media with high dissolving power, polymeric membranes suffer from reduced strength, caused
by swelling and plasticization [3]. A high strength is
mandatory because high pressure gas separation requires high transmembrane pressures as discussed in
detailed by Huang et al. [4]. We assume that carbon
membranes show a modest swelling as well because for
other porous carbon materials this has been measured
[5–7] before. That swelling might impact the gas transport, but carbon membranes do not notably deteriorate
from reduced strength. Therefore they are very suitable
candidates for high pressure membrane gas separation.
Despite this high potential, very limited research
has been carried out on high pressure gas separation

with carbon membranes. This might have been caused
by a lack of demand because established processes have
been designed without considering the possible use of
high pressure gas separation.
In recent years, a few journal articles have been
published on gas separation with carbon membranes at
pressures of 2 MPa and above. Only some of the published experiments are conducted with actual mixtures
(Table 1 gives an overview of articles known to us).
Table 1
High pressure carbon membrane publications
Year

pmax / MPa

Experiment

Publication

1997

5.8

single gas

F.K. Katsaros et al. [8]

2002

7.0

mixture

D. Vu et al. [9]

2007

5.5

single gas F.K. Katsaros et al. [10]

2007

2.6

single gas

K. Wang et al. [11]

2011

2.4

mixture

L. Xu et al. [12]

2012

3.0

mixture

R. Swaidan et al. [2]

2014

5.5

single gas

E. Favvas et al. [13]

2014

5.6

single gas

E. Favvas et al. [14]

2014

5.5

2016

20.0

mixture

N. Kruse et al. [16]

2017

2.0

mixture

O. Salinas et al. [17]

Eq. 3

mixture N. Bhuwania et al. [15]

The selective transport in carbon membranes is
primary characterised by size exclusion (molecular
sieving) and adsorption phenomena. Koresh and Soffer
[1] showed that the Fick’s law can be applied by deriving the local concentrations from the adsorption isotherms of the components. For higher pressures this
approach is not practical because the Fick diffusivity
coefficients become strongly dependent on the local
concentrations of all components.
The Maxwell–Stefan diffusion model overcomes
this limitation by a different definition of the diffusion
coefficients. Krishna [18,19] proposed for binary
mixtures in zeolites and other crystalline materials the
implementation shown in Eq. 1. Rungta et al. applied
Maxwell–Stefan diffusion to carbon membranes as well
[20,21].

Eq. 1

In Eq. 1
is the volumetric adsorption, the universal gas constant, the temperature, the chemical
potential, the molar fraction in the adsorbate phase,
the molar flux,
the Maxwell–Stefan diffusion coefficient for gas to gas and
and
for gas to membrane
interactions. Assuming no temperature gradients in the
separation layer the chemical potential for each component can be described by the fugacity :

The aim of this work is to contribute to a better understanding of the relevant mechanisms at high pressure mass transport in carbon membranes and thereby
advancing membrane technology into new industrial
applications.

2. Experimental
2.1

Samples

The tested membrane has a tubular configuration
with an active surface of 5.3·10-3 m². It has an inner
diameter of 7 mm, outer diameter of 10 mm and a total
length of 250 mm. The 2 µm thick carbon separation
layer is coated on the inner side of a porous aluminium
oxide support tube. Multiple intermediate layers ensure
a smooth surface for the separation layer (Fig. 1). The
membrane has been developed and manufactured by
Fraunhofer IKTS/Hermsdorf. More details on the membrane were described previously [16].
The carbon bulk material for the adsorption and
swelling experiments is fabricated in the same process
as the membrane separation layer but without ceramic
support and a thickness of approximately 100 µm. For
the bulk density of the material a value of 1.37 kg/dm³
was determined. We assume that this sample material
behaves quite similarly to the 50 times thinner separation layer. However, there might be effects in the
preparation process that are not understood yet.

Eq. 2
The adsorption equilibrium of the carbon material
can be described by Langmuir isotherms for many
gases at pressures up to 1 MPa [22]. However for higher
pressures the Langmuir model, which is limited to
mono layer adsorption, is no longer capable to approximate the measured adsorption behaviour for most
gases. Eq. 3 describes the equilibrium loading by the
BET model proposed by Brunauer et al. [23]. This
model overcomes the limitation by modelling multiple
molecular layers.
is the single layer saturation loading,
the sorption coefficient,
the saturation fugacity and the gas phase fugacity:

Fig. 1: SEM image shows the asymmetric structure of the
carbon membrane
2.2

Measurements

In order to investigate the gas transport through
the membrane, measurements with an equimolar mix-

ture composed of N2 and CO2 have been carried out at
pressures up to 20 MPa. N2 is supplied by a 30 MPa
cylinder and CO2 by a cooled high pressure pump. All
measuring points were taken at steady state, at a retentate flow at least 20 times higher than the permeate flow
to prevent any significant concentration gradients along
the membrane tube. The feedback controlled mixing of
the feed stream and analysis of the permeate stream
composition is based on thermal conductivity sensors.
The test plant and the construction of the membrane
test cell has been described previously in detail [16].
The fugacities are determined by integrating equation of state data from Span et al. [24,25] with Kunz and
Wagner mixing rules [26]. Separation factors Sij are
determined by the quotient of the measured molar
component ratio on feed and permeate side as shown in
Eq. 4.
Eq. 4
The adsorption equilibrium of the membrane carbon material has been determined for the gases CO2, N2,
CH4 and O2. Single gas adsorption measurements were
measured gravimetrically with a Rubotherm magnetic
suspension balance. To take competitive adsorption
phenomena into account, binary mixtures of CO2/N2
were measured with a volumetric measuring apparatus
as well. The analysis of the adsorbate gas phase was
performed by NDIR and GC.
To study the swelling of the carbon membrane material at high pressure a test apparatus was developed
as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Experimental setup for investigating high pressure
swelling
The apparatus consists of a high pressure sample
chamber with electrical feed-throughs as well as gas inand outlets. Inside the camber the sample is mounted
on a preloaded piezo actuator supplied by PI Ceramic
GmbH. The actuator can move the sample towards a
gold plated electrode with an overall travel distance of

15 µm. Between the conductive carbon sample and the
gold plated electrode a voltage of approximately 2 V is
applied. The tunnel current between sample and the
gold plated electrode is converted to a voltage by a
transimpedance amplifier based on the low noise high
precision operation amplifier OPA140AID from Texas
Instruments. The amplifier is located directly at the
high pressure sample chamber to keep the leads on the
input side as short as possible. This prevents RF interferences and keeps the capacity low. The output voltage
of the transimpedance amplifier is fed into an adjustable analog proportional–integral-controller. The controller uses a Texas Instruments OPA541AP high power
operational amplifier to drive the piezo actuator with a
Voltage of up to 50 V. This circuit controls the piezo
driving voltage to maintain a constant tunnel current of
about 1 nA. Therefore a constant distance between
sample and electrode is maintained as well (below 1
nm). The resulting piezo driving voltage is therefore
proportional to the elongation of the sample.
To compensate for the compressibility of the piezo
material under pressure, an off-set reference measurement was carried out with a platinum wire in place of
the carbon sample. Gross adjustments of the sampleelectrode distance are done with a fine pitch setscrew
coupled to a 10:1 reduction leaver.

3. Results and discussion
3.1

Adsorption

The adsorption data connect the local fugacity inside the membrane to the local concentration. Therefore
these data are essential to model the transport through
the separation layer. Single gas adsorption measurements were carried out at a temperature of 298 K and
pressures of up to 12 MPa. As expected the CO2 adsorption at pressures below 0.1 MPa is significantly higher
compared to the other investigated gases, whereas at
elevated pressure the adsorption capacities converge.
For N2 the loading at low pressure is similar to O2,
which is shown in the literature as well [27], but for
higher pressure the O2 loading kept increasing whereas
the slope of the Nitrogen loading flattens.
Only for N2 the Langmuir model is capable to represent the measured data over the whole investigated
pressure range. By applying the BET-model the adsorption of all investigated gases can be well described as
shown in Fig. 3.
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Table 2
Sorption coefficient for the BET model

O2
CH4

1

/ MPa

/ mol/kg

87.2

73.4

1.54

105.1

10.6

2.61

9.4

23.8

4.24

19.2

29.0

3.30

To model the adsorption of binary gas mixtures,
equimolar CO2/N2 mixture were investigated as well.
Because of the moderate deviation between this measurement and the single gas results (Fig. 4) the adsorption of the mixture components are assumed to be independent from each other. By applying the Ideal Adsorbed Solution Theory [28] the mixed gas adsorption
can be approximated, but as Rother and Fieback pointed out even at a low pressure around 1 MPa the prediction accuracy is very low for carbon material [29].
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Considering the microscopic scale it is to note that
inside the selective pores of the carbon membrane multilayer adsorption, like proposed by the BET model, is
hardly possible as the diameter of the selective pores is
less than two molecule diameters [23]. This may indicate that the measured adsorption loading at high pressure is assigned to larger pores which are considered to
be much less relevant for the transport properties of the
membrane. The obtained sorption parameters are listed
in Table 2.
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Fig. 3: Measured adsorption of the membrane material for
different gases (◊) and the corresponding BET model fit (-)
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Fig. 4: Measured adsorption of the membrane material for an
equimolar mixture of CO2 (◊) and N2 (▲). The lines show the
corresponding BET model fit for single gas measurements of
CO2 (- -) and N2 (–).
3.2

Permeance

The measured multicomponent fluxes and adsorption data were used to obtain the coefficients of the
Maxwell-Stefan diffusion model by multivariate regression. Table 3 shows the coefficients.
Table 3
Maxwell-Stefan diffusion coefficients
Symbol

D ∙ 10-11 / m²/s

Description

D1

1.77

N2 / membrane

D2

0.73

CO2 / membrane

D12

0.52

N2 / CO2

For the regression start values for the three diffusion coefficients were roughly estimated and the system
of differential equations Eq. 1 was numerically integrated over the separation layer thickness for each
permeance experiment. The feed side fugacities, fluxes
and adsorption equilibriums were defined by the experimental data. The integration results give permeate
side fugacity values which were compared to the measured values. Then, new diffusion coefficients were
chosen and the integration step was repeated multiple
times. By applying the Nelder–Mead method [30], the
diffusion coefficients were systematically chosen in a
way that the calculated permeate side fugacities converge with the measured fugacities.

Fig. 5 shows the flux calculated by the described
model with the obtained parameters for an equimolar
CO2/N2 mixture. As indicated in the diagram, only a
fraction of the feed/permeate pressure combinations are
covered by measured data. The measurements from
this work are limited to a transmembrane pressure of
7 MPa due to the mechanical limitation of the membrane support. The calculated data for higher transmembrane pressure is therefore hypothetical, but can
give a qualitative idea of which performance may be
expected for a similar membrane under this condition.
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Fig. 5: Calculated flux for an equimolar N2/CO2 mixture at
298 K and measured data points (о) with vertical lines to
show model deviations

pared to other investigated gases. At 10 kPa the measured single gas adsorption loading is approximately 30
times higher for CO2 than N2. For higher pressures the
ratio drops below 3. Due to the simplified implementation of mixed gas adsorption, this model may overestimate the adsorption selectivity and therefore the separation factor as well. But qualitatively this effect has
been shown by other authors as well, e.g. by Swaidan et
al. for CO2/CH4 [2].
The low sorption selectivity in the investigated
pressure range is one reason for the low separation
factors obtained by the permeance experiments. Furthermore the size and shape of N2 and CO2 molecules is
very similar. Therefore a high sieving based selectivity
is more difficult to achieve for this mixture compared to
many others, but there is certainly still potential to
tailor the membrane to this specific separation task.
The model assumes that the membrane separation
layer is macroscopic isotropic and the support layer as
well as the interface between separation layer and support layer is negligible for the mass transport. Solving
the model provides an estimation of the local fugacity
and adsorption loading of the components inside the
separation layer. Fig. 7 shows exemplarily the results
for an equimolar N2/CO2 mixture at 7 MPa feed pressure and 3 MPa permeate pressure.
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Fig. 7: Modelled fugacities and loadings inside the active
layer on the path from feed to permeate side

Fig. 6: Calculated separation factor for an equimolar N2/CO2
mixture at 298 K and measured data points (о) with vertical
lines to show model deviations
For the calculated separation factors, the same limitations apply as well (Fig. 6). The shown peek for low
pressure permeation is caused primarily by the significant higher adsorption of CO2 at low pressure com-

This shows that the gradients are in some cases
strongly location depended which has to be considered
when modelling carbon membranes for high pressure
gas transport.
3.3

Swelling

Swelling of the carbon membrane material was investigated with O2 at a pressure of up to 10.5 MPa and a
temperature of 294 K (Fig. 8). The adsorption measurements indicate that O2 leads to a significant swelling,
because it shows the highest maximum loading without

condensation (Fig. 3). Due to the high sample thickness
of approximately 100 µm, it takes multiple hours to
reach the equilibrium. The permeance experiments do
not show this time dependent effect since the separation layer of the membrane is 50 times thinner. The
down pointing spikes during the pressure change are
caused by temperature changes from expanding O2 into
the sample chamber. This artefact is only temporally as
the high thermal mass of the sample chamber equalizes
this disturbance.
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Fig. 8: Pressure (-) and time dependent elongation (◊) of the
carbon membrane material in an O2 atmosphere
The measured swelling effect (relative elongation
per pressure) of up to 0.4 GPa-1 is small compared to
reported values for activated carbon material of approximately 5 GPa-1 for CO2 and 1.7 GPa-1 for CH4 [5].
That is due to the less porous and therefore much more
rigid structure of the membrane material compared to
activated carbon. In both cases the swelling of the anisotropic graphene crystallites is partially inhibited by
adjacent graphene layers with an orthogonal orientation. Due to the additional macro porosity of the activated carbon it is much more flexible and therefore the
expansion is less inhibited.
Since the membrane pores are similar in size to the
molecules, even very small size changes of the pores or
the molecules result in a significant change in permeance. A size difference of 0.05 nm can result at least
in an permeance change of an order of magnitude
[21,31,32]. The measured elongation of 0.2 % (Fig. 2)
can be assigned to a change of pore volume, whereas
the volume of the carbon skeleton is fixed. That means
that the macroscopic elongation of the sample and the
microscopic relative pore size change can be linked by
the fraction of accessible pore volume (Eq. 5). The pore
size
is assumed to be roughly 0.5 nm and the upper
bound of the pore volume fraction
is given by the
ratio of the measured bulk density
and the density of
ideal graphite .

Eq. 5
The actual pore size change is higher than estimated by this calculation, but the result gives a lower
limit for the size change
of 0.0016 nm. This change
has certainly no major impact for the transport, but it
might be still large enough for being not fully negligible
and affects the permeance in the range of a few percent.

4. Conclusion
High pressure adsorption, permeance and swelling
experiments have been carried out to investigate the
behaviour of carbon membranes for high pressure
separation at up to 20 MPa. The adsorption data clearly
show that at high pressure condition the Langmuir
behaviour does not apply for most gases, whereas the
BET model fits the data very well. If this behaviour is
caused by multilayer adsorption in large, non-selective
pores of the carbon membrane material or other phenomena is still up to further research.
A model based on Maxwell-Stefan diffusion has
been applied to study the membrane behaviour at high
pressure conditions. The model gives an overview of
the expected carbon membrane performance over a
large range of feed and permeate side pressures. The
results make clear, that for an operation at high pressure on the permeate side, a sufficient transmembrane
pressure is mandatory to keep a substantial difference
of fugacity for the better permeating component between feed and permeate side. Otherwise, the separation factor is limited by the lack of driving potential.
An apparatus was developed, which is capable to
measure the swelling of the membrane material under
high pressure. The measurement shows clearly an expansion of the membrane material proportional to the
applied pressure. Therefore the expansion effect is only
at high pressure significant for the mass transport
through the membrane and even at high pressure the
impact may be quite modest. To link the membrane
expansion to the mass transport further research is
required. The challenge here is to separate the effect of
the swelling and the effect of the gas presence itself.
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